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ZETA FUNCTIONS OF LIE Fp-ALGEBRAS AND FINITE p-GROUPS
SEUNGJAI LEE
Abstract. We introduce and study zeta functions enumerating subalgebras or ideals
of rings over finite field Fp. We demonstrate a method that explicitly computes zeta
functions of Lie Fp-algebras, and apply this method to provide explicit formulas for
various interesting examples, including those Lie rings whose original zeta functions
over Zp are not available yet. We also investigate what can be deduced from these
finite Dirichlet polynomials approximating the zeta functions.
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1. Introduction
Let L be a ring additively isomorphic to Zn for some n, and for ˚ P tď,Ÿu, let
a˚mpLq :“ |tH ˚ L | |L : H| “ mu|.
In their seminal paper [7], Grunewald, Segal and Smith defined the subalgebra (˚ “ď)
and ideal (˚ “ Ÿ) zeta functions of L to be the Dirichlet generating series
ζ˚Lpsq :“
8ÿ
m“1
a˚mpLqm´s,
where s is a complex variable. This admits a natural Euler decomposition ζ˚Lpsq “ś
p prime ζ
˚
LpZpq
psq, where
ζ˚LpZpqpsq “ ζ˚LbZppsq “
8ÿ
i“0
a˚pipLqp´is.
We call these the local (subalgebra/ideal) zeta functions of L.
Over the last few decades, zeta functions of rings have become important tools in
asymptotic group and ring theory. Unfortunately, one of the main obstacles in the
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study of zeta functions of rings is that they are in general very difficult to compute. For
example, we still do not have a single explicit computation of zeta functions of Lie rings
of nilpotency class-5 or higher.
1.1. Main results and organizations. This article concerns the following variations
of ζ˚
LpZpq
psq. Let LpFpq “ L b Fp be an Fp-algebra additively isomorphic to Fnp . One
analogously defines the (subalgebra or ideal) zeta functions of Fp-algebras as a finite
Dirichlet polynomial
ζ˚LpFpqpsq :“
ÿ
H˚LpFpq
|LpFpq : H|´s “
nÿ
i“0
a˚pipLpFpqqp´is.
Example 1.1. For n P N, we have
ζFnp psq :“ ζďFnp psq “ ζ
Ÿ
Fnp
psq “
nÿ
i“0
a˚pipFnp qp´is “
nÿ
i“0
ˆ
n
i
˙
p
p´is,
where ˆ
n
i
˙
p
“
#
p1´pnqp1´pn´1q¨¨¨p1´pn´i`1q
p1´pqp1´p2q¨¨¨p1´piq
i ď n,
0 i ą n,
is the Gaussian binomial coefficient that counts the number of subspaces of dimension
k in a vector space of dimension n over Fp.
The rationality of ζ˚
LpZpq
psq ([7, Theorem3.5]), together with Stanley’s result on ra-
tional functions [16, Theorem 4.1.1] implies that the sequence a˚
pi
pLq satisfies a strong
regularity property, i.e. the number of finite-index subalgebras or ideals of LpZpq are
already determined by the numbers of subalgebras or ideals in some finite quotient of
LpZpq.
In this light one can view ζ˚
LpFpq
psq as the “simplest finite approximations” of ζ˚
LpZpq
psq,
in the sense that Fp can be seen as a “first layer” of Zp, and all the lattices enumerated
by ζ˚
LpFpq
psq are also enumerated by ζ˚
LpZpq
psq. Comparing ζ˚
LpFpq
psq to ζ˚
LpZpq
psq would
tell us whether “all the actions happen at the top or not”.
The aim of this paper is twofold. In Section 2, by translating the enumeration prob-
lems of subalgebras and ideals into the calculations of certain systems of equations, we
give a constructive proof of Theorem 2.5: for ˚ P tď, Ÿu, there exist finitely many va-
rieties U˚1 , . . . , U
˚
h defined over Q, and polynomials W
˚
1 pX,Y q, . . . ,W ˚h pX,Y q P ZrX,Y s
such that, for almost all primes p,
ζ˚LpFpqpsq “
hÿ
i“1
|U˚i pFpq|W ˚i pp, tq.
One can think of this theorem as a direct corollary of [4, Theorem 1.6] over Fp. The
way we constructed the proof will shows us how one can theoretically compute ζ˚
LpFpq
psq
in the most general setting.
In Section 3 we exercise the method developed here in practice to provide a substantial
number of interesting new explicit computations of zeta functions of various Lie rings
and other objects over Fp:
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‚ We enumerate subalgebras and ideals of the Maximal class Lie rings Mc for all
c ě 1 (Theorem 3.1 and 3.5).
‚ We enumerate ideals of the family of Free Lie rings of class-c on d generators fc,d
for tpc, dq “ p2, 2q, p3, 2q, p4, 2qu (Theorem 3.7).
‚ We adapt Voll’s method for computing ideal zeta functions of class-2 Lie rings
for Fp approximations (Theorem 3.9) and enumerate ideals of the Grenham ring
Gn for n ě 1 and f2,d for d ě 1 (Theorem 3.10 and 3.20).
‚ We enumerate ideal of du Sautoy’s elliptic curve Lie ring LE (Theorem 3.11) and
other interesting nilpotent Lie rings connected to Higman’s PORC conjecture.
‚ We compute subalgebra zeta functions for non-nilpotent cases like sl2pFpq and
the set of nˆ n upper-triangular matrices trn for 1 ď n ď 4 (Theorem 3.19 and
3.25).
‚ We compute the Fp approximation of graded ideal zeta functions of 26 “funda-
mental graded” Lie algebras of dimension at most 6 (Table 3.1).
Further questions will be discussed in Section 4.
1.2. Background and motivations.
1.2.1. The uniformity problem. The uniformity problem of ζ˚
LpZpq
psq asks how these local
factors vary with the prime p:
Definition 1.2. The zeta functions ζ˚Lpsq are said to be finitely uniform if there exist
rational functions W ˚1 pX,Y q, . . . ,W ˚k pX,Y q P QpX,Y q for k P N such that, for every
prime p,
ζ˚LpZpqpsq “W ˚i pp, tq
for some i P rks. It is said to be uniform if k “ 1, and non-uniform if it is not finitely
uniform.
For many cases of interest, the zeta functions are uniform, see e.g. most examples in
[6]. However, no conceptual explanation as to why this is so seems to be known beyond
explicit computations. In fact du Sautoy and Grunewald proved [4, Theorem 1.6] that
the structure of ζ˚
LpZpq
psq can be as wild as the problem of counting Fp points of varieties,
which is in general not polynomials in p. For example, let E : Y 2 “ X3 ´X denote the
elliptic curve. du Sautoy showed in [3] that there exists a nilpotent Lie ring LE of rank
9 such that
ζ˚LEpZpqpsq “W ˚1 pp, tq ` |EpFpq|W ˚2 pp, tq,
where W ˚1 pX,Y q,W ˚2 pX,Y q P QpX,Y q. This in particular implies that ζ˚LE psq is non-
uniform.
Here we analogously define
´
ζ˚
LpFpq
psq
¯
p prime
finitely uniform if there exist polyno-
mials W ˚1 rX,Y s, . . . ,W ˚k rX,Y s P QpX,Y q for k P N such that, for every prime p,
ζ˚LpFpqpsq “W ˚i rp, ts
for some i P rks, uniform if k “ 1, and non-uniform if it is not finitely uniform. Theorem
3.11 shows us that even in our simplest approximations, one can still observe the wild
behaviour of Elliptic curve popping up, and
´
ζŸ
LEpFpq
psq
¯
p prime
is not uniform.
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1.2.2. Applications on finite p-groups. The definition of ζ˚
LpFpq
psq does not necessarily
require L to be a Lie ring, or to be nilpotent (see Subsection 3.4). However, if we restrict
L to be a nilpotent Lie ring of class-c, then for p ą c the Lazard correspondence gives
LpFpq a corresponding finite p-group GpLpFpqq of class-c, order pn and exponent p using
the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula ([9, Chapter 10]). It gives isomorphism between
the subalgebras (and ideals) of LpFpq and the subgroups (and normal subgroups) of its
corresponding GpLpFpqq ([9, Example 10.24]). Hence for p ą c we have
ζ˚GpLpFpqqpsq “ ζ˚LpFpqpsq.
This implies that the method in this paper allows us to count subgroups or normal
subgroups of fixed index in given finite p-groups. Hence in this paper we mainly con-
centrate on zeta functions of nilpotent Lie Fp-algebras, which can be also interpreted as
zeta functions of finite p-groups.
Also, the study of ζ˚
LpZpq
psq and their uniformity turned out to be connected with
the enumeration problems of finite p-groups up to isomorphisms. Let fnppq denote the
number of p-groups of order pn. In 1960, Higman [8] conjectured that for a fixed n,
there exists a fixed integer N and finitely many polynomials gipxq pi “ 1, 2, . . . , Nq such
that if p ” i mod N then
fnppq “ gippq.
This is now known as Higman’s PORC (Polynomial On Residue Classes) Conjecture.
[2, 5, 10] revealed that there is a connection between the uniformity of zeta functions
and Higman’s PORC conjecture. In Subsection 3.3 we compute the zeta functions of Lie
rings connected to previous studies on PORC conjecture over Fp. Our new computations
of ζ˚
LpFpq
psq may provide better insight to understand the uniformity problem and this
open conjecture.
1.3. Assumptions and Notations. Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise,
L will denote a nilpotent Lie ring additively isomorphic to Zn, LpZpq – L b Zp, and
LpFpq – Lb Fp. For prime p, p´s will be denoted by t. Given n P N, we write rns for
t1, 2, . . . , nu.
2. Computing zeta functions of Lie Fp-algebras
Let L be a Lie ring and let
ζ˚LpFpqpsq “
nÿ
i“0
a˚pipLpFpqqti.
We want to study how ζ˚
LpFpq
psq vary with p. By translating the enumeration problems
of finite-indexed subobjects into solving system of equations over Fp, we will demonstrate
how one can theoretically compute ζ˚
LpFpq
psq.
Let B “ pe1, e2, . . . , enq be a basis of L. We start by giving a unique matrix represen-
tation for LpFpq with respect to our basis.
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Lemma 2.1. There is one-to-one correspondence between additive subgroup of LpFpq of
index pk and the upper triangular matrix
M “ pmi,jq “
¨
˚˚˚
˝
m1,1 m1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m1,n
0 m2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m2,n
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ mn,n
˛
‹‹‹‚
with entries in Fp satisfying
(1) mi,i “ 0 or 1,
(2) mi,j “ 0 if mj,j “ 1, and 0 ď mi,j ď p´ 1 if nj,j “ 0
(3) k “ n´ rankpMq,
for 1 ď i ă j ď n.
Proof. Let M be an additive subgroup of LpFpq. Then M has a ‘triangular’ basis
m1 “m1,1e1`m1,2e2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `m1,nen
m2 “ m2,2e2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `m2,nen
...
mn “ mn,nen
where mi,j P Fp. First, note that since LpFpq is itself a finite Lie ring of order pn, any
additive subgroup M of LpFpq has finite index. In particular, this implies that we can
have mi “ 0, and
|LpFpq : M | “ n´ rankpMq.
As 〈mj〉 “ 〈u ¨mj〉 for any non-zero unit u in Fp, each mi,i can be either 0 or 1, and
we can deduce that each M can be uniquely represented by a matrix in reduced row
echelon forms. These reduced row echelon forms can be re-written into our required
forms once we exchange the i-th row with j-th row where the leading coefficient of i-th
row is mi,j “ 1. 
As a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. Let 0i denote an i ˆ i zero matrix, Ij an j ˆ j identity matrix, and
Di,j an arbitrary iˆ j matrix over Fp. Then there is one-to-one correspondence between
additive subgroup of LpFpq of index pk and the upper triangular matrix
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
0a1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 Ib1 Db1,a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ Db1,ar 0
0 0 0a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0 Ib2 ¨ ¨ ¨ Db2,ar 0
0 0 0 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0ar 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ibr
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
P TrpFpq
where
řr
i“1paiq “ k,
řr
i“1pai ` biq “ n, a1, br ě 0 and a2 . . . , ar, b1, . . . , br´1 ą 0.
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Corollary 2.2 implies that for any given additive subgroup M of index pk in LpFpq,
there are uniquely determined numbers r P N and a “ pa1, . . . , arq, b “ pb1, . . . , brq such
that
pm1,1,m2,2 . . . ,mn,nq “ p0pa1q, 1pb1q, . . . , 0parq, 1pbrqq.
Let us call pa, bq the diagonal type of M , and write dpMq “ pa, bq. Let Ma,b denote a
matrix of diagonal type pa, bq, andMa,b denote the set of nˆn upper triangular matrices
over Fp with diagonal type pa, bq. Since each ai, bi can be either 0 or 1, there are 2n
possible Ma,b’s, and each of them satisfies
ˇˇ
Ma,b
ˇˇ “ řri“1ři´1j“1 aibj.
Example 2.3. Let
L “ xx1, x2, x3 | rx1, x2s “ x3y
be the Heisenberg Lie ring. Then LpFpq becomes a 3-dimensional Lie Fp-algebra of order
p3. One can check that the additive subgroups of LpFpq with index pk are precisely the
following, represented by suitable generator matrices:
‚
¨
˝1 0 01 0
1
˛
‚ if k “ 0,
‚
¨
˝0 0 01 0
1
˛
‚or
¨
˝1 m1,2 00 0
1
˛
‚or
¨
˝1 0 m1,31 m2,3
0
˛
‚ if k “ 1,
‚
¨
˝0 0 00 0
1
˛
‚or
¨
˝0 0 01 m2,3
0
˛
‚or
¨
˝1 m1,2 m1,30 0
0
˛
‚ if k “ 2,
‚
¨
˝0 0 00 0
0
˛
‚ if k “ 3.
Here we have 8 “ 23 distinct partitions. Note that each Ma,b P Ma,b corresponds to an
additive subgroup of index p
řr
i“1 ai .
Unfortunately, not every member of Ma,b may give arise to subalgebras or ideals of
LpFpq. For a given Ma,b, We may consider the rows m1, . . . ,mn of this matrix to be
additive generators of a subgroup of LpFpq. This subgroup will be a subalgebra of LpFpq
if
rmi,mjs P xm1, . . . ,mnyFp for all 1 ď i ă j ď n,
and an ideal if
rmi, ejs P xm1, . . . ,mnyFp for all 1 ď i, j ď n.
Hence we need to find out the conditions which make those matrices become subalgebras
or ideals.
Let
Fďp :“
 
M P TrpFpq | Fnp ¨M ď LpFpq
(
and
FŸp :“
 
M P TrpFpq | Fnp ¨M Ÿ LpFpq
(
.
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Also let Fďa,b “ Fďp XMa,b and FŸa,b “ FŸp XMa,b. Then we have
ζď
LpFpq
psq “
ÿ
a,b
ˇˇˇ
Fďa,b
ˇˇˇ
p´p
řr
i“1 aiqs
and
ζŸLpFpqpsq “
ÿ
a,b
ˇˇˇ
FŸa,b
ˇˇˇ
p´p
řr
i“1 aiqs.
One now needs to find formulas for
ˇˇˇ
Fďa,b
ˇˇˇ
and
ˇˇˇ
FŸa,b
ˇˇˇ
. We prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4. For given r P N, a and b, we have¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
0a1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 Ib1 Db1,a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ Db1,ar 0
0 0 0a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0 Ib2 ¨ ¨ ¨ Db2,ar 0
0 0 0 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0ar 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ibr
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
Ia1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 Ib1 ´Db1,a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Db1,ar 0
0 0 Ia2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0 Ib2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Db2,ar 0
0 0 0 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Iar 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ibr
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
0a1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 Ib1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0 Ib2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0ar 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ibr
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
Proof. Let
Ma,b “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
0a1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 Ib1 Db1,a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ Db1,ar 0
0 0 0a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0 Ib2 ¨ ¨ ¨ Db2,ar 0
0 0 0 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0ar 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ibr
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
M˚a,b “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
Ia1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 Ib1 ´Db1,a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Db1,ar 0
0 0 Ia2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0 Ib2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Db2,ar 0
0 0 0 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Iar 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ibr
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
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and
M 5a,b “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
0a1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 Ib1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0a2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0 Ib2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 0 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0ar 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ibr
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
We prove our lemma by induction on r. Note that Ma,b defines M
˚
a,b and M
5
a,b. First,
we have ˆ
0a1 0
0 Ib1
˙ˆ
Ia1 0
0 Ib1
˙
“
ˆ
0a1 0
0 Ib1
˙
and ¨
˚˝˚0a1 0 0 00 Ib1 Db1,a2 0
0 0 0a2 0
0 0 0 Ib2
˛
‹‹‚
¨
˚˝˚Ia1 0 0 00 Ib1 ´Db1,a2 0
0 0 Ia2 0
0 0 0 Ib2
˛
‹‹‚“
¨
˚˝˚0a1 0 0 00 Ib1 0 0
0 0 0a2 0
0 0 0 Ib2
˛
‹‹‚.
So it holds for r “ 1, 2. Now, suppose it holds for r “ n. Then for r “ n` 1,
Ma,bM
˚
a,b “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
Ma1,b1
0 0
Db1,an`1 0
0 0
...
...
Dbn,an`1 0
0
0an`1 0
0 Ibn`1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
M˚a1,b1
0 0
´Db1,an`1 0
0 0
...
...
´Dbn,an`1 0
0
Ian`1 0
0 Ibn`1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
Ma1,b1M
˚
a1,b1,n
0 0
Db1,an`1 ´Db1,an`1 0
0 0
...
...
Dbn,an`1 ´Dbn,an`1 0
0
0an`1 0
0 Ibn`1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
M 5a1,b1
0 0
0 0
0 0
...
...
0 0
0
0an`1 0
0 Ibn`1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“M 5a,b
where a1 “ pa1, . . . , anq, b1 “ pb1, . . . , bnq. Hence it holds for all r P N. 
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Finally we prove the following result:
Theorem 2.5. For ˚ P tď, Ÿu, there exist finitely many varieties U˚1 , . . . , U˚h defined
over Q, and polynomials W ˚1 pX,Y q, . . . ,W ˚h pX,Y q P ZrX,Y s such that, for almost all
primes p,
ζ˚LpFpqpsq “
hÿ
i“1
|U˚i pFpq|W ˚i pp, tq.
Proof. For i, j P rns, let Cj denote the matrix whose rows are ci “ rei, ejs. We have
Ma,b P Fďa,b if and only if we can solve for each 1 ď i, j ď n the equation
mi
¨
˝ nÿ
l“j
mj,lCl
˛
‚“ ´Y p1qi,j , . . . , Y pnqi,j ¯Ma,b
with
´
Y
p1q
i,j , . . . , Y
pnq
i,j
¯
P Zn. Similarly, Ma,b P FŸa,b if and only if we can solve for each
1 ď i, j ď n the equation
miCj “
´
Y
p1q
i,j , . . . , Y
pnq
i,j
¯
Ma,b
with
´
Y
p1q
i,j , . . . , Y
pnq
i,j
¯
P Zn.
Let us consider the ideals first. We can rewrite this equation as
miCjM
˚
a,b “
´
Y
p1q
i,j , . . . , Y
pnq
i,j
¯
M 5a,b.
Now, let gŸijkpmr,sq denote the k-th entry of the n-tuple miCjM˚a,b. The way we de-
fined our M implies that gŸijkpmr,sq is at most degree-2 polynomial in mr,s. Since
M 5a,b “ diagp0pa1q, 1pb1q, . . . , 0parq, 1pbrqq, it is clear that the k-th entry of the n-tuple´
Y
p1q
i,j , . . . , Y
pnq
i,j
¯
M 5a,b is either 0 or Y
pkq
i,j . Since the condition g
Ÿ
ijkpmr,sq “ Y pkqi,j is redun-
dant, we can conclude that Ma,b gives an ideal if and only if we can solve a system of
equations gŸijkpmr,sq “ 0 for 1 ď i, j, k ď n where mk,k “ 0.
Finally, let YŸa,b denote the variety defined by the corresponding system of equations
gŸijkpmr,sq “ mk,kY pkqi,j , and let cŸa,b “| Ya,bpFpq |. Then we get
ˇˇˇ
FŸa,b
ˇˇˇ
“ cŸa,b.
Hence
ζŸLpFpqpsq “
ÿ
a,b
cŸa,b ¨ p´p
řr
i“1 aiqs.
For subalgebras, one can similarly define gďijkpmrsq, Yďa,b and cďa,b from our initial
equation
mi
¨
˝ nÿ
l“j
mj,lCl
˛
‚“ ´Y p1qi,j , . . . , Y pnqi,j ¯Ma,b
and check that
ζď
LpFpq
psq “
ÿ
a,b
cďa,b ¨ p´p
řr
i“1 aiqs.
This proves Theorem 2.5. 
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Remark 2.6. The result of Theorem 2.5 itself is a simple corollary of [4, Theorem 1.6], in
the sense that the subsets of Grassmannians cut out by the conditions for subspaces of
L to be subrings or ideals with respect to any multiplicative structure are Zariski-closed.
However, the proof of Theorem 2.5 shows how one explicitly construct U˚1 , . . . , U
˚
h .
To conclude, one can think of the following procedures for computing ζ˚
LpFpq
psq:
(1) For a given LpFpq write down 2n distinct partitions Ma,b (Corollary 2.2).
(2) For each Ma,b, construct Y
˚
a,b and solve c
˚
a,b (Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.5).
(3) Add together to get ζ˚
LpFpq
psq “ řa,b c˚a,b ¨ p´přri“1 aiqs.
We show how this method works with the following example:
Theorem 2.7.
ζŸHpFpqpsq “ 1` p1` pqt` t2 ` t3,
ζď
HpFpq
psq “ 1` p1` pqt` p1` p` p2qt2 ` t3.
Proof. Recall Example 2.3. There are 8 possible partitions corresponding to the additive
subgroups of HpFpq of index pk for 0 ď k ď 3:
‚
¨
˝1 0 01 0
1
˛
‚ for k “ 0,
‚
¨
˝0 0 01 0
1
˛
‚or
¨
˝1 m1,2 00 0
1
˛
‚or
¨
˝1 0 m1,31 m2,3
0
˛
‚ for k “ 1,
‚
¨
˝0 0 00 0
1
˛
‚or
¨
˝0 0 01 m2,3
0
˛
‚or
¨
˝1 m1,2 m1,30 0
0
˛
‚ for k “ 2,
‚
¨
˝0 0 00 0
0
˛
‚ for k “ 3.
As we demonstrated in our proof of Theorem 2.5, we can explicitly calculate ζŸ
LpFpq
psq
using these partitions.
Start with
¨
˝1 0 01 0
1
˛
‚and
¨
˝0 0 00 0
0
˛
‚. They trivially give 1 ideal of index 1 and p3
respectively.
Consider Ma,b “
¨
˝0 0 01 0
1
˛
‚. Then our equation
miCjM
˚
a,b “
´
Y
p1q
i,j , . . . , Y
pnq
i,j
¯
M 5a,b
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gives rise to the system of equations
i “ 1, j “ 1 : p0, 0, 0q “ p0, Y p2q1,1 , Y p3q1,1 q,
i “ 1, j “ 2 : p0, 0, 0q “ p0, Y p2q1,2 , Y p3q1,2 q,
i “ 1, j “ 3 : p0, 0, 0q “ p0, Y p2q1,3 , Y p3q1,3 q,
i “ 2, j “ 1 : p0, 0,´1q “ p0, Y p2q2,1 , Y p3q2,1 q,
i “ 2, j “ 2 : p0, 0, 0q “ p0, Y p2q2,2 , Y p3q2,2 q,
i “ 2, j “ 3 : p0, 0, 0q “ p0, Y p2q2,3 , Y p3q2,3 q,
i “ 3, j “ 1 : p0, 0, 0q “ p0, Y p2q3,1 , Y p3q3,1 q,
i “ 3, j “ 2 : p0, 0, 0q “ p0, Y p2q3,2 , Y p3q3,2 q,
i “ 3, j “ 3 : p0, 0, 0q “ p0, Y p2q3,3 , Y p3q3,3 q.
Since we can solve this for all i, j P r3s, we get cŸa,b “ 1.
Consider the next case Ma,b “
¨
˝1 m1,2 00 0
1
˛
‚. The same method gives cŸa,b “ p.
The interesting case is when Ma,b “
¨
˝1 0 m1,31 m2,3
0
˛
‚. This gives
i “ 1, j “ 1 : p0, 0, 0q “ pY p1q1,1 , Y p2q1,1 , 0q,
i “ 1, j “ 2 : p0, 0, 1q “ pY p1q1,2 , Y p2q1,2 , 0q,
i “ 1, j “ 3 : p0, 0, 0q “ pY p1q1,3 , Y p2q1,3 , 0q,
i “ 2, j “ 1 : p0, 0,´1q “ pY p1q2,1 , Y p2q2,1 , 0q,
i “ 2, j “ 2 : p0, 0, 0q “ pY p1q2,2 , Y p2q2,2 , 0q,
i “ 2, j “ 3 : p0, 0, 0q “ pY p1q2,3 , Y p2q2,3 , 0q,
i “ 3, j “ 1 : p0, 0, 0q “ pY p1q3,1 , Y p2q3,1 , 0q,
i “ 3, j “ 2 : p0, 0, 0q “ pY p1q3,2 , Y p2q3,2 , 0q,
i “ 3, j “ 3 : p0, 0, 0q “ pY p1q3,3 , Y p2q3,3 , 0q.
When i “ 1, j “ 2, one needs to solve 1 “ 0, which is impossible. Hence we get cŸa,b “ 0,
and all together we get 1` p ideals of index p.
Similarly,
¨
˝0 0 00 0
1
˛
‚gives 1 ideal of index p2, and
¨
˝0 0 01 m2,3
0
˛
‚and
¨
˝1 m1,2 m1,30 0
0
˛
‚
give no ideals.
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Summing all up, we get ζŸ
HpFpq
psq “ 1` p1 ` pqt` t2 ` t3 as required. Same method
gives ζď
HpFpq
psq “ 1` p1` pqt` p1` p` p2qt2 ` t3. 
3. Explicit computations for various Lie rings
Our method worked well with the Heisenberg case, but it has clear limitations. First,
the number of partitions we need to check grows exponentially. Also, in general Step
(2), solving certain systems of equations over Fp, is very difficult and there is no known
algorithm to solve this automatically.
Fortunately, there are some techniques one can apply to make this computation easier.
(1) Choice of the basis and the lower central series of L: In Theorem 2.7,
we chose our basis B “ pe1, e2, e3q such that xe3y “ rH,Hs “: H 1 and xe1, e2y “
H{H 1. In general, let c be the nilpotency class of LpFpq, pγipLqqci“1 be the lower
central series of LpFpq, and for i “ 1, . . . , c set LpFpqpiq :“ γipLpFpqq{γi`1pLpFpqq.
Let di “ dimpLpFpqpiqq. To make computations “simpler”, one can choose the
basis such that the first d1 elements generate γ1pLpFpqq{γ2pLpFpqq, the next d2
generate γ2pLpFpqq{γ3pLpFpqq, and so on.
(2) Diagonal conditions: Among the cone conditions there are some simple con-
ditions of the form mii|mjj, one diagonal entry dividing the other diagonal entry
for ideals, and of the form mii|mjjmkk, one diagonal entry dividing the product
of two diagonal entries for subalgebras. We call them diagonal conditions. One
can think of these conditions as a backbone of the structure of subalgebras or
ideals of L.
3.1. Explicit examples for some general nilpotent Lie rings.
3.1.1. The Heisenberg Lie ring H, revisited. Let
M “
¨
˝ m1,1 m1,2 m1,30 m2,2 m2,3
0 0 m3,3
˛
‚
denote the matrix representations of subspaces of H as before. One can easily check
that M ŸH if and only if m3,3|m1,1,m2,2. Hence m3,3 “ 0 forces m1,1 “ m2,2 “ 0, and
we need to check only 5 cases, namely
‚
¨
˝1 0 01 0
1
˛
‚ for n “ 0,
‚
¨
˝0 0 01 0
1
˛
‚or
¨
˝1 m1,2 00 0
1
˛
‚ for n “ 1,
‚
¨
˝0 0 00 0
1
˛
‚ for n “ 2,
‚
¨
˝0 0 00 0
0
˛
‚ for n “ 3.
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This also explains why we could not solve the system of equations 3 other cases. For
example,
¨
˝1 0 m1,31 m2,3
0
˛
‚asked us to solve
i “ 1, j “ 2 : p0, 0, 1q “ pY p1q1,2 , Y p2q1,2 , 0 “ 0 ¨ Y p3q1,2 q,
which requires Y
p3q
1,2 “ 10 .
3.1.2. The maximal class-c Lie algebra Mc, counting ideals. For c ě 2, let
Mc “ xx0, x1, . . . , xc | @1 ď i ď c´ 1, rx0, xis “ xi`1y
be a maximal class-c Lie ring Mc.
Theorem 3.1. For c ě 2,
ζŸMcpFpqpsq “ 1` p1` pqt`
c`1ÿ
k“2
tk
“ ζF2ppsq `
c`1ÿ
k“3
tk.
Proof. Note that when c “ 2, M2 “ H and we have
ζŸM2pFpqpsq “ ζŸHpFpqpsq “ 1` p1` pqt` t2 ` t3
as required. So suppose c ě 3. Let
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˝
m1,1 m1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m1,c`1
0 m2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m2,c`1
0 0
. . .
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ mc`1,c`1
˛
‹‹‹‚
denote a generator matrix for a vector subspace of McpFpq, and for 1 ď i ď c ` 1, let
mi denote the i-th row of M . Since re1, eis “ ei`1 for all 2 ď i ď c and rei, ejs “ 0 for
all 2 ď i, j ď c` 1, we only need to consider
rm1, e1s “ ´pm1,2e3 `m1,3e4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `m1,cec`1q,
rmi, e1s “ ´pmi,iei`1 `mi,i`1ei`2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mi,cec`1q,
rm1, ejs “ m1,1ej`1,
where all other commutators are trivial. This implies in particular that for 3 ď i ď c`1,
we have diagonal conditions mi,i | mj,j for all 1 ď j ă i. Now, let m3,3 “ 1. Then it
forces m4,4 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ mc`1,c`1 “ 1. Hence there are only 4 such available cases with
m3,3 “ 1:
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M111...1 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,M011...1 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
M101...1 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1 m1,2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,M001...1 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
This gives us one ideal of index 1, a total of p`1 ideals of index p and one ideal of index
p2. For the rest, our M would look like
M0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0lomon
a1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1lomon
b1
“
ˆ
0a1 0
0 Ib1
˙
where 3 ď a1 ď c` 1. Each of them gives 1 ideal of index pa1 . Thus we get
ζŸMcpFpqpsq “ 1` p1` pqt` t2 `
c`1ÿ
k“3
tk
“ ζF2ppsq `
c`1ÿ
k“3
tk.

Note that one only needs to check c` 3 cases instead of 2c`1 cases. It also matches a
well-known fact from finite p-group theory that any maximal class-c group of order pc`1
contains only one normal subgroup of order pm for 1 ď m ď c ´ 1 and 1 ` p maximal
(hence normal) subgroups or order pc.
Remark 3.2. The original local ideal zeta function ζŸ
McpZpq
psq is extremely difficult to
calculate. At present we only know the explicit formulas for c ď 4.
We also computed the following result using similar computations:
Corollary 3.3. Let
Fil4 “ xx1, x2, x3, x4, x5 | rx1, x2s “ x3, rx1, x3s “ x4, rx1, x4s “ rx2, x3s “ x5y.
Then
ζŸ
Fil4pFpq
psq “ ζŸM4pFpqpsq “ 1` p1` pqt` t2 ` t3 ` t4 ` t5.
Remark 3.4. Over Zp, we have ζ
Ÿ
Fil4pZpq
psq ‰ ζŸ
M4pZpq
psq. This demonstrates that the
approximation over Fp is not enough to spot the subtle difference between Fil4 and M4.
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3.1.3. The maximal class-c Lie algebra Mc, counting subalgebras.
Theorem 3.5.
ζď
M2pFpq
psq “1` p1` pqt` p1` p` p2qt2 ` t3,
ζď
M3pFpq
psq “1` p1` pqt` p1` p` 2p2qt2 ` p1` p` p2 ` p3qt3 ` t4,
and in general for c ě 4,
ζď
McpFpq
psq “ζď
Mc´1pFpq
psq `
c´1ÿ
a“0
ˆ
c´ 1
a
˙
p
pc´1´ata`2 ` pctc.
Proof. For c “ 2, we get
ζď
M2pFpq
psq “ ζď
HpFpq
psq “ 1` p1` pqt` p1` p` p2qt2 ` t3.
For c ě 3, let
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˝
m1,1 m1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m1,c`1
0 m2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m2,c`1
0 0
. . .
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ mc`1,c`1
˛
‹‹‹‚
denote a generator matrix for a vector subspace of McpFpq as before. Note that for
subalgebra, since rei, ejs “ 0 for all 2 ď i, j ď c` 1, we only need to consider
rm1,mis “ m1,1pmi,iei`1 `mi,i`1ei`2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mi,cec`1q,
for 2 ď i ď c, and all other commutators are trivial. Hence the diagonal conditions for
M ďMc are mi`1,i`1|m1,1mi,i for all 2 ď i ď c.
Let c “ 3. The diagonal conditions forM ďM3 are m4,4|m1,1m3,3 and m3,3|m1,1m2,2.
If m4,4 “ 1, then
M “
¨
˚˝˚ m1,1 m1,2 m1,3 00 m2,2 m2,3 0
0 0 m3,3 0
0 0 0 1
˛
‹‹‚
is a subalgebra of M3pFpq if and only if
M 1 “
¨
˝ m1,1 m1,2 m1,30 m2,2 m2,3
0 0 m3,3
˛
‚
is the subalgebra of M2pFpq. This gives ζďM2pFpqpsq.
Ifm4,4 “ 0, recall that we have m4,4|m1,1m3,3 andm3,3|m1,1m2,2. That means at least
one of m1,1,m2,2 and m3,3 also needs to be zero. Hence we do not get any subalgebras
of index p.
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For ideals of index p2, note that by our diagonal conditions the only possible case is
M “
¨
˚˝˚ 0 0 0 00 1 0 m2,4
0 0 1 m3,4
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‚.
This gives p2 subalgebras of index p2.
For ideals of index p3, we have¨
˚˝˚ 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 1 m3,4
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‚,
¨
˚˝˚ 0 0 0 00 1 m2,3 m2,4
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‚, and
¨
˚˝˚ 1 m1,2 m1,3 m1,40 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‚,
and they give p` p2 ` p3 subalgebras of index p3. Finally we get one trivial subalgebra
of index p4. Hence we get
ζď
M3pFpq
psq “ ζď
M2pFpq
psq ` p2t2 ` pp ` p2 ` p3qt3 ` t4
“ 1` p1` pqt` p1` p` 2p2qt2 ` p1` p` p2 ` p3qt3 ` t4.
Now fix c ě 4. Write
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
m1,1 m1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m1,c m1,c`1
0 m2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m2,c m2,c`1
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ mc, c mc,c`1
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 mc`1,c`1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“
¨
˚˚˚
˝ M
1
m1,c`1
...
mc,c`1
0 mc`1,c`1
˛
‹‹‹‚
where
M 1 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
m1,1 m1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m1,c
0 m2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m2,c
...
...
. . .
...
0 0
... mc,c
˛
‹‹‹‹‚.
For mc`1,c`1 “ 1,
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˝ M
1
0
...
0
0 1
˛
‹‹‹‚
gives ζď
Mc´1pFpq
psq.
For mc`1,c`1 “ 0, again our diagonal conditions mi`1,i`1|m1,1mi,i allow no subalge-
bras of index p. Suppose m1,1 “ 1. Then we need to have mc`1,c`1 “ mc,c “ . . . “
m2,2 “ 0, which means we need at least c zeroes. Thus m1,1 has to be equal to 0 for
subalgebras of index pi where 2 ď i ď c´ 1 or i “ c` 1.
For m1,1 “ 0, since
rmi,mjs “ 0
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for all 1 ď i ă j ď n, we can put whatever we want in pc´ 1q ˆ pc´ 1q upper triangular
matrices
M2 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
m2,2 m2,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ m2,c
0 m3,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ m3,c
...
...
. . .
...
0 0
... mc,c
˛
‹‹‹‹‚.
Such M would look like
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 m2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m2,c m2,c`1
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ mc,c mc,c`1
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
Let a denote the total number of zeroes in the diagonal entries of M2. We know there
are
`
c´1
a
˘
p
such M2, and each of them gives additional pc´1´a possibilities of M . This
gives ˆ
c´ 1
a
˙
p
¨ pc´1´a
subalgebras of index pa`2 for 0 ď a ď c ´ 1. Finally we get pc subalgebras of index pc
from
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1 m1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ m1,c m1,c`1
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
Thus we get
ζď
McpFpq
psq “ζď
Mc´1pFpq
psq `
c´1ÿ
a“0
ˆ
c´ 1
a
˙
p
pc´1´ata`2 ` pctc.
as required. 
It matches with a result by Berkovich [1] that if G is a group of order pm and exponent
p, then the number of subgroups of order pn for 2 ď n ď m´2 is congruent to 1`p`2p2
modulo p3.
Remark 3.6. Similar to the ideal case, the original local subalgebra zeta function ζď
McpZpq
psq
is only known for c ď 4.
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3.1.4. fc,d, the free nilpotent Lie ring. Let fc,d be the free nilpotent Lie ring of nilpotency
class-c on d generators.
Theorem 3.7 (d=2).
ζŸf2,2pFpqpsq “ 1` p1` pqt` t2 ` t3,
ζŸf3,2pFpqpsq “ ζŸf2,2pFpqpsq ` p1` pqt4 ` t5,
ζŸf4,2pFpqpsq “ ζŸf3,2pFpqpsq ` pp` p2qt5 ` p1` p` p2qt6 ` p1` p` p2qt7 ` t8.
Proof. First, note that f2,2pFpq “ HpFpq. Now, the dimension of f3,2pFpq is 5, with
d1 “ 2, d2 “ 1, d3 “ 2. Let
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
m1,1 m1,2 m1,3 m1,4 m1,5
0 m2,2 m2,3 m2,4 m2,5
0 0 m3,3 m3,4 m3,5
0 0 0 m4,4 m4,5
0 0 0 0 m5,5
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚.
Suppose m4,4 “ m5,5 “ 1. Then this corresponds to
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
m1,1 m1,2 m1,3 0 0
0 m2,2 m2,3 0 0
0 0 m3,3 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚,
which gives ζŸ
f2,2pFpq
psq.
Since m4,4 | m1,1,m3,3 and m5,5|m2,2,m3,3, the rest gives p1` pqt4` t5. Hence we get
ζŸf3,2pFpqpsq “ ζŸf2,2pFpqpsq ` p1` pqt4 ` t5.
Similarly, for f4,2 we have
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
m1,1 m1,2 m1,3 m1,4 m1,5 m1,6 m1,7 m1,8
0 m2,2 m2,3 m2,4 m2,5 m2,6 m2,7 m2,8
0 0 m3,3 m3,4 m3,5 m3,6 m3,7 m3,8
0 0 0 m4,4 m4,5 m4,6 m4,7 m4,8
0 0 0 0 m5,5 m5,6 m5,7 m5,8
0 0 0 0 0 m6,6 m6,7 m6,8
0 0 0 0 0 0 m7,7 m7,8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m8,8
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
and with the aid of computer we get the diagonal conditions for M Ÿ f4,2pFpq
m6,6|m1,1,m2,2,m3,3,m4,4
m7,7|m1,1,m2,2,m3,3,m4,4,m5,5
m8,8|m1,1,m2,2,m3,3,m5,5
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Therefore one can check
pm6,6,m7,7,m8,8q “ p1, 1, 1q gives ζŸF3,2pFpqpsq,
pm6,6,m7,7,m8,8q “ p0, 1, 1q gives pt5 ` t6,
pm6,6,m7,7,m8,8q “ p1, 0, 1q gives pt6,
pm6,6,m7,7,m8,8q “ p1, 1, 0q gives p2t5 ` p2t6,
pm6,6,m7,7,m8,8q “ p0, 0, 1q gives t7,
pm6,6,m7,7,m8,8q “ p0, 1, 0q gives pt7,
pm6,6,m7,7,m8,8q “ p1, 0, 0q gives p2t7,
pm6,6,m7,7,m8,8q “ p0, 0, 0q gives t8.

Remark 3.8. Similar to previous examples, we do not ζŸ
f4,2pZpq
psq yet. We do not even
know whether ζŸ
f4,2pZpq
psq is uniform, finitely uniform, or non-uniform.
3.2. Additional approach for class-2 nilpotent Lie algebras. In [20, 21, 22], Voll
showed how one can compute ideal zeta functions of class-2 Lie rings based on an
enumeration of vertices in the affine Bruhat-Tits building associated to SLnpQpq. We
try to adapt this method for class-2 Lie Fp-algebras.
Theorem 3.9. Let L be a class-2 Lie ring with L1 “ rL,Ls, L{L1 – L1 and L1 – L2.
Then we have
ζŸLpFpqpsq “ζFd1p psq ` p
´ds
`
ÿ
0ăΛ2ăL2
|L2 : Λ2|´s |L1 : XpΛ2q|´s
ÿ
Λ1ďXpΛ2q
|L2 : Λ2|rkpΛ1q |XpΛ2q : Λ1|´s
where XpΛ2q{Λ2 “ ZpL{Λ2q and dimpLq “ d, dimpL1q “ d1 and dimpL2q “ d2.
Proof. Let Λ be the lattice in LpFpq. Then like over Zp, it gives rise to a pair pΛ1, Λ2q
of a lattice
Λ2 :“ ΛX L2pFpq ď L2pFpq
in the derived algebra and a lattice
Λ1 :“ pΛ` L2pFpqq{L2pFpq ď LpFpq{L2pFpq.
The crucial difference between Zp and Fp is that over Fp, this surjective map is not
|L2pFpq : Λ2|d1 to 1 but |L2pFpq : Λ2|rkpΛ1q to 1. We get Λ Ÿ LpFpq if and only if its
associated pair pΛ1, Λ2q is admissible. More precisely, let
XpΛ2q{Λ2 :“ ZpLpFpq{Λ2q.
Then pΛ1, Λ2q is admissible if and only if Λ1 ď XpΛ2q. Therefore, we have
ζŸLpFpqpsq “
ÿ
Λ2ďL2pFpq
|L2pFpq : Λ2|´s |LpFpq : XpΛ2q|´s
¨
ÿ
Λ1ďXpΛ2q
|L2pFpq : Λ2|rkpΛ1q |XpΛ2q : Λ1|´s .
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This is analogous to Lemma 6.1 in [7]. Note that since we are over Fp, each Λ2 is already
maximal. Hence we first assume that Λ2 is of elementary divisor type
ν “ p0, . . . , 0loomoon
i
, 1, . . . , 1loomoon
d2´i
q
and say νpΛ2q “ i. Let
AŸi psq :“
ÿ
νpΛ2q“i
|L2pFpq : Λ2|´s |LpFpq : XpΛ2q|´s
¨
ÿ
Λ1ďXpΛ2q
|L2pFpq : Λ2|rkpΛ1q |XpΛ2q : Λ1|´s .
Then one can see that
AŸi psq “
ÿ
νpΛ2q“i
p´is |LpFpq : XpΛ2q|´s
rkpXpΛ2qqÿ
j“0
ˆ
rkpXpΛ2qq
j
˙
p
pij´prkpXpΛ2qq´jqs
and
ζŸLpFpq “ ζFd1p ` p
´ds `
d2´1ÿ
i“1
AŸi psq.

Since rkpXpΛ2qq “ d1 ´ |LpFpq : XpΛ2q|, we only need to understand the map
Λ2 ÞÑ |LpFpq : XpΛ2q| .
3.2.1. The Grenham Rings Gn. Let Gn “ xw, x1, . . . , xn´1, y1, . . . , yn´1 | rw, xis “ yiy,
denote the Grenham Lie ring on n-generators. We have
Theorem 3.10.
ζŸGnpFpqpsq “ζFnp psq ` p´p2n´1qs
`
n´2ÿ
i“1
ˆ
n´ 1
i
˙
p
p´p2i`1qs
n´pi`1qÿ
k“0
ˆ
n´ pi` 1q
k
˙
p
pik´pn´pi`1q´kqs
Proof. Recall
ζŸLpFpq “ ζFd1p ` p
´ds `
d2´1ÿ
i“1
AŸi psq.
For Gn we have d1 “ n, d2 “ n´ 1 and d “ 2n´ 1. So we have
ζŸGnpFpq “ ζFnp psq ` p´p2n´1qs `
n´2ÿ
i“1
AŸi psq.
Now, one needs to compute
AŸi psq “
ÿ
νpΛ2q“i
p´is |LpFpq : XpΛ2q|´s
rkpXpΛ2qqÿ
j“0
ˆ
rkpXpΛ2qq
j
˙
p
pij´prkpXpΛ2qq´jqs.
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In [19, Chapter 5], Voll already showed that for Gn, we have |GnpFpq : XpΛ2q| “ i ` 1
and rkpXpΛ2qq “ n ´ pi ` 1q when νpΛ2q “ i, as they only depends on the elementary
divisor type of its maximal element. Hence we get the required results. 
3.3. Examples related to Higman’s PORC conjecture.
3.3.1. du Sautoy’s elliptic curve group LE. Let LE be a class-2 Lie ring of dimension 9
given by the following presentation:
LE “
C
x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, y1, y2, y3 | rx1, x5s “ rx2, x4s “ rx3, x6s “ y1,
rx1, x6s “ rx3, x4s “ y2, rx1, x4s “ rx2, x5s “ y3
G
.
Theorem 3.11.
ζŸLEpFpqpsq “ζF6ppsq ` p2 |EpFpq| t5 ` |EpFpq|
`
p` p2˘ t6
`
ˆ
3
1
˙
p
t7 `
ˆ
3
2
˙
p
t8 ` t9,
where |EpFpq| “
ˇˇ px : y : zq P P2pFpq : y2z “ x3 ´ xz2(ˇˇ .
Proof. This is essentially the Fp version of [3, Theorem3.2]. Let us first show where
|EpFpq| in the coefficient of t5 comes from.
Let
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
1 m1,2 m1,3 0 m1,5 m1,6 0 0 m1,9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 m4,5 m4,6 0 0 m4,9
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 m7,9
1 m8,9
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
Then for 1 ď i, j ď 9 and k P 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, our system of equations gŸijkpmr,sq “ 0 becomes
m1,5m7,9 `m1,6m8,9 “ 0, m1,5 “ 0, m1,6m7,9 “ 0,
1´m1,2m7,9 ´m1,3m8,9 “ 0, m1,2 ´m7,9 “ 0, ´m1,3m7,9 ´m8,9 “ 0,
1`m4,5m7,9 `m4,6m8,9 “ 0, ´m4,5 `m7,9 “ 0, m4,6m7,9 `m8,9 “ 0.
Note that m7,9 ‰ 0 sincem7,9 “ 0 implies m8,9 “ 0 and 1`m4,5m7,9`m4,6m8,9 “ 1 “ 0.
Using m7,9 ‰ 0, we have
m1,2 “ m4,5 “ m7,9 m1,5 “ m1,6 “ 0
m1,3 “ m4,6 “ ´m8,9
m7,9
1´m27,9 `
m28,9
m7,9
“ 0.
Hence, whenever pm7,9,m8,9q is a non-zero point on the elliptic curve EpFpq, there
are p2 matrices determined by pm7,9,m8,9q, where p2 comes from the free choices of
0 ď m1,9,m4,9 ď p´ 1. Thus
ca,b “ |EpFpq| p2,
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and we get |EpFpq| as required.
Now, note that this is a class-2 Lie algebra and the dimension of the derived part
d2 “ 3. So we only need to consider eight cases and we have already done the most
difficult one. One can explicitly calculate Theorem 3.11 by computing the rest seven
cases. 
Corollary 3.12.
´
ζŸ
LEpFpq
psq
¯
p prime
is not uniform.
Remark 3.13. This group historically played a very important roll in the uniformity
problem of zeta functions of groups and rings and its connection to Higman’s PORC
conjecture. It is surprising that the wild behaviour of the Fp-points on the elliptic curve
can still be observed in the simplest approximation over Fp.
Remark 3.14. In [17], Stanojkovski and Voll showed that the current presentation of
LE given by du Sautoy is one of three Hessian representations of the elliptic curve
E : Y 2 “ X3 ´X. Comparing the zeta functions of three distinct finite p-groups given
by these three Hessian representations (given by G1,1pFpq, G2,1pFpq, and G3,1pFpq in
[17]) would be an interesting exercise.
3.3.2. Lee’s non-PORC example in [10]. Let
Lnp8 “
C
x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, y1, y2, y3 | rx1, x4s “ rx2, x5s “ y1,
2rx1, x5s “ rx3, x4s “ 2y2, rx2, x4s “ rx3, x5s “ y3
G
.
Theorem 3.15. For p ě 3,
ζŸLnp8pFpqpsq “ζF5ppsq ` p3 |NpFpq| t3 ` p2
ˆ
3
1
˙
p
|NpFpq| t4 ` p
`
1` 2p` p2 p1` |NpFpq|q
˘
t5
` `1` p` p2 p1` |NpFpq|q˘ t6 `
ˆ
3
1
˙
p
t7 ` t8
where
|NpFpq| “
$’’&
’’%
3 p ” 1 mod 3 and p “ a2 ` 27b2,
0 p ” 1 mod 3 and p ‰ a2 ` 27b2,
1 p ” 2 mod 3,
is the number of roots of N : x3 ´ 2 “ 0 over Fp. In particular,
´
ζŸ
Lnp8pFpq
psq
¯
p prime
is
non-PORC.
Proof. As before, let us show where |NpFpq| in the coefficient of t3 comes from.
Let
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
1 0 m1,3 0 m1,5 0 0 m1,8
1 m2,3 0 m2,5 0 0 m2,8
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 m4,5 0 0 m4,8
0 0 0 0
1 0 m6,8
1 m7,8
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
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Then for 1 ď i, j ď 8 and k P 3, 5, 8, our system of equations gŸijkpmr,sq “ 0 becomes
m1,5 “ 0, m2,5 “ 0, 1´m1,3m6,8 “ 0,
m6,8 `m1,3m7,8 “ 0, 2m2,3m6,8 `m7,8 “ 0, m4,5 ´m7,8 “ 0,
1´m2,3m7,8 “ 0, 1´m4,5m6,8 “ 0, 2m6,8 `m4,5m7,8 “ 0.
Note that m7,8 ‰ 0, otherwise we get 1 “ 0. Using m7,8 ‰ 0, we have
m7,8 “ ´ 3
?
2, m1,5 “ m2,5 “ 0,
m4,5 “ m7,8, m2,3 “ m6,8 “ 1
m7,8
.
Thus ca,b “ p3 |NpFpq| and we get |NpFpq| as required.
Again, this is a class-2 Lie algebra and the dimension of the derived part d2 “ 3. So
we only need to consider eight cases and we have already done the most difficult one.
One can explicitly calculate Theorem 3.15 by computing the rest seven cases. 
Remark 3.16. In [10] the author proved that Lnp8pFpq has non-PORC number of im-
mediate descendants of dimension 9. This was also due to the non-PORC behaviour of
|NpFpq| for p ą 3. Later the author computed ζŸLnp8pZpqpsq in [11], which also showed
|NpFpq| coming up. Like the elliptic curve situation, the approximation over Fp was
enough to spot this intrinsic behaviour.
3.3.3. Vaughan-Lee’s group Gpp,x,yq ([18]). In [18], Vaughan-Lee introduced and inves-
tigated a family of 3-generator groups Gpp,a,bq indexed by a prime p ą 3 and a, b P Fp.
By the Lazard correspondence, we can construct a family of isomorphic 7 dimensional
class-3 Lie algebras Lpp,a,bqpFpq “ xx1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3, zy where
(1) Lpp,x,yqpFpqp1q “ xx1, x2, x3y, Lpp,x,yqpFpqp2q “ xy1, y2, y3y, Lpp,x,yqpFpqp3q “ xzy,
(2) The class-2 quotient Lpp,x,yqpFpq{γ3pLpp,x,yqpFpqq “ xx1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3y – f2,3pFpq
with rx1, x2s “ y1, rx1, x3s “ y2, rx2, x3s “ y3, and
(3) rrx1, x3s, x3s “ rrx1, x2s, x1s “ z, rrx2, x3s, x2s “ bz, rrx2, x3s, x3s “ az and all
other commutators are trivial.
Theorem 3.17. (1) When b ‰ 0, we have
ζŸLpp,a,bqpFpqpsq “1` p1` p` p
2qt` p1` p` p2qt2 ` p1` p` p2 ` p3qt3
` p1` p` p2qt4 ` p1` p` p2qt5 ` t6 ` t7,
and
(2) when b “ 0, we have
ζŸLpp,a,0qpFpqpsq “1` p1` p` p
2qt` p1` p` p2qt2 ` p1` p` p2 ` p3qt3
` p1` p` p2qt4 ` p1` p` p2qt5 ` p1` pqt6 ` t7.
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Proof. Let
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
m1,1 m1,2 m1,3 m1,4 m1,5 m1,6 m1,7
0 m2,2 m2,3 m2,4 m2,5 m2,6 m2,7
0 0 m3,3 m3,4 m3,5 m3,6 m3,7
0 0 0 m4,4 m4,5 m4,6 m4,7
0 0 0 0 m5,5 m5,6 m5,7
0 0 0 0 0 m6,6 m6,7
0 0 0 0 0 0 m7,7
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
We consider 2 possible values of m7,7. Supposem7,7 “ 1. Then since the class-2 quotient
of Lpp,a,bqpFpq is f2,3pFpq, we get (Theorem 3.20)
ζŸf2,3pFpqpsq “1` p1` p` p2qt` p1` p` p2qt2 ` p1` p` p2 ` p3qt3
` p1` p` p2qt4 ` p1` p` p2qt5 ` t6.
Now suppose m7,7 “ 0. We have
rm4, e1s “ m4,4e7, rm4, e2s “ bm4,6e7, rm5, e2s “ bm5,6e7,
rm6, e2s “ bm6,6e7, rm4, e3s “ pm4,5 ` am4,6qe7, rm5, e3s “ pm5,5 ` am5,6qe7,
rm6, e3s “ am6,6e7.
When b ‰ 0, these conditions force m1,1 “ m2,2 “ . . . “ m6,6 “ 0, giving one ideal of
index p7. This proves (1) of our theorem.
When b “ 0 and a ‰ 0, these conditions force m1,1 “ m2,2 “ m3,3 “ m4,4 “ m6,6 “ 0,
but leave m5,5 free:
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 m5,5 m5,6 m5,7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
If m5,5 “ 0, we have one ideal of index p7 as before. If m5,5 “ 1, our formula gives
M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 ´ 1
a
m5,7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
giving another p ideals of index p6 (´ 1
a
P Fp is well-defined and unique since a ‰ 0).
When a “ b “ 0, then these conditions force m1,1 “ m2,2 “ m3,3 “ m4,4 “ m5,5 “ 0,
but leave m6,6 free:
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M “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 m6,6 m6,7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
One can easily see that as before, m6,6 “ 1 gives p ideals of index p6, and m6,6 “ 0 gives
one ideal of index p7, which proves part (2). 
Remark 3.18. Vaughan-Lee proved in [18, Theorem 2] that if we choose integers a, b ‰ 0
coprime to p such that the Galois group of the polynomial gpT q “ T 3 ´ aT ´ b over
the rationals is S3 then the order of the automorphism group of Gpp,a,bq is not a PORC
function of p. Our result shows that enumerating the ideals of Lpp,a,bqpFpq (or the normal
subgroups ofGpp,a,bq) do not capture this subtle behaviour of the automorphisms. Similar
to previous examples, we do not ζŸ
Lpp,a,bqpZpq
psq yet.
3.4. Non-nilpotent examples. As discussed, L does not necessarily need to be nilpo-
tent. For instance, Let
sl2 “ xe, f, h | rh, es “ 2e, rh, f s “ ´2f, re, f s “ hy
denote a semisimple Lie ring isomorphic to Z3.
Theorem 3.19. ζď
sl2pFpq
psq “ 1` p1` pqt` p1` p` p2qt2 ` t3.
Proof. One can check that
M “
¨
˝m1,1 m1,2 m1,30 m2,2 m2,3
m3,3
˛
‚
gives subalgebras of sl2pFpq if
‚
¨
˝1 0 01 0
1
˛
‚, giving 1,
‚
¨
˝1 0 m131 m23
0
˛
‚where m23 ‰ 0 and 1` 4m13m23 “ 0, giving pp´ 1qt,
‚
¨
˝1 0 00 0
1
˛
‚,
¨
˝0 0 01 0
1
˛
‚, giving 2t,
‚
¨
˝1 m12 m130 0
0
˛
‚,
¨
˝0 0 01 m23
0
˛
‚,
¨
˝0 0 00 0
1
˛
‚, giving p1` p` p2qt2,
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‚
¨
˝0 0 00 0
0
˛
‚, giving t3.

3.5. Graded zeta functions of Lie rings. In [15], Rossmann introduced ζ˚gr
LpZpq
psq,
zeta functions counting “graded” subalgebras or ideals of LpZpq. Suppose one has a
direct sum decomposition
L “ L1 ‘ L2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Lr
of Z-modules. Then the graded subalgebras or ideal zeta functions enumerate the Z-
submodule Λ ˚ L where Λ “ Λ1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Λr, Λi ď Li for 1 ď i ď r, and |L : Λ| is
finite.
One can think of these graded zeta functions as another approximations of ζ˚
LpZpq
psq.
In [12], Voll and the author studied the graded ideal zeta functions of fc,d, for some
values of c and d. In particular, we calculated the explicit formulas for ζ
Ÿgr
f3,3pZpq
psq and
ζ
Ÿgr
f4,2pZpq
psq, and studied their properties. We still do not have formulas for the ideal zeta
functions ζŸ
f3,3pZpq
psq and ζŸ
f4,2pZpq
psq.
Here we try to approximate these zeta functions over Fp, counting graded subalgebras
or ideals of LpFpq. In Table 3.1 we present a Fp approximations of local graded ideal
zeta functions associated with the 26 fundamental graded Lie algebras of dimension at
most 6. The first column gives the names of associated C-algebras as in [14]. One can
compare this table with Rossmann’s results [15, Table 2].
3.6. Other examples. Here we record (without explicit proofs) other examples that
were computed using the same method.
3.6.1. Nilpotent Lie rings.
Theorem 3.20 (Class-2 free Lie rings on d-generators). Let f2,d be the class-2 Free Lie
ring on d generators. For k P N, let
Ik :“
"
i P N :
ˆ
k ´ 1
2
˙
ă i ď
ˆ
k
2
˙*
.
Then, let
pi : NÑ N
where pipiq “ k for i P Ik. We have
ζŸf2,dpFpqpsq “ζFdppsq ` p´pd`d
1qs
`
d1´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
d1
i
˙
p
p´pi`pipiqqs
d´pipiqÿ
k“0
ˆ
d´ pii
k
˙
p
pik´pd´pipiq´kqs.
Example 3.21.
ζŸf2,3pFpqpsq “ζF3ppsq ` t6 ` p1` p` p2qt3pp ` tq ` p1` p` p2qt5
“1` p1` p` p2qt` p1` p` p2qt2 ` p1` p` p2 ` p3qt3
` p1` p` p2qt4 ` p1` p` p2qt5 ` t6.
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L ζ
Ÿgr
LpFpq
psq
m3 2 ζF2ppsq ` t3
m4 2 ζF3ppsq ` t3 ` t4
m4 3 ζF2ppsq ` t3 ` t4
m5 2 1 ζF3ppsq ` p1` pqt3 ` p1` pqt4 ` t5
m5 2 2 ζF4ppsq ` t3 ` p1` pqt4 ` t5
m5 2 3 ζF4ppsq ` t5
m5 3 1 ζF2ppsq ` t3 ` p1` pqt4 ` t5
m5 3 2 ζF3ppsq ` t3 ` 2t4 ` t5
m5 4 1 ζF2ppsq ` t3 ` t4 ` t5
m6 2 1 ζF3ppsq ` p1` p` p2qt3 ` p1` p` p2qt4 ` p1` p` p2qt5 ` t6
m6 2 2 ζF4ppsq ` p1` pqt3 ` p1` 2p` p2qt4 ` p2` pqt5 ` t6
m6 2 3 ζF4ppsq ` 2t3 ` 2p1 ` pqt4 ` p1` pqt5 ` t6
m6 2 4 ζF4ppsq ` t3 ` p1` pqt4 ` p1` pqt5 ` t6
m6 2 5 ζF5ppsq ` t3 ` p1` p` p2qt4 ` p1` p` p2qt5 ` t6
m6 2 6 ζF5ppsq ` t5 ` t6
m6 3 1 ζF3ppsq ` t3 ` p2` pqt4 ` p2` pqt5 ` t6
m6 3 2 ζF3ppsq ` p1` pqtp2` pqt4 ` 2t5 ` t6
m6 3 3 same as for m6 3 2
m6 3 4 ζF3ppsq ` p1` pqt3 ` p1` pqt4 ` t5 ` t6
m6 3 5 same as for m6 3 4
m6 3 6 ζF4ppsq ` t3 ` p2` pqt4 ` p2` pqt5 ` t6
m6 4 1 ζF2ppsq ` t3 ` p1` pqt4 ` 2t5 ` t6
m6 4 2 ζF2ppsq ` t3 ` p1` pqt4 ` t5 ` t6
m6 4 3 ζF2ppsq ` t3 ` 2t4 ` 2t5 ` t6
m6 5 1 ζF2ppsq ` t3 ` t4 ` t5 ` t6
m6 5 2 same as for m6 5 1
Table 3.1. ζ
Ÿgr
LpFpq
psq for 26 fundamental graded Lie algebras
Theorem 3.22. Let Hm denote the central product of m copies of Heisenberg Lie ring.
Then
ζŸHmpFpqpsq “ ζF2mp psq ` t2m`1.
Theorem 3.23. Let
g5,3 “ xx1, x2, x3, x4, x5 | rx1, x2s “ x4, rx1, x4s “ rx2, x3s “ x5y.
Then
ζŸg5,3pFpqpsq “ ζF3ppsq ` pt3 ` t4 ` t5.
Theorem 3.24. Let
g6,4 “ xx1, x2, x3, x4, y1, y2 | rx1, x2s “ y1, rx1, x3s “ rx2, x4s “ y2y.
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Then
ζŸg6,4pFpqpsq “ 1` p1` p` p2 ` p3qt` p1` p` 2p2 ` p3 ` p4qt2
` p1` p` 2p2 ` p3qt3 ` p1` p` p2qt4
` p1` pqt5 ` t6.
.
3.6.2. Soluble Lie ring trn. For n P N, let trn denote the set of n ˆ n upper-triangular
matrices with the usual Lie bracket rx, ys “ xy ´ yx for x, y P trn. This Lie ring is
soluble, but not nilpotent. In [23], Woodward provided a general formula for ζŸ
trnpZpq
psq,
with explicit computations for n “ 1, 2, 3, and 4. In particular he proved that ζŸ
trnpZpq
psq
is uniform for all n P N.
Motivated by these results we record the following computations:
Theorem 3.25.
ζŸ
tr1pFpq
psq “ ζFppsq “ 1` t,
ζŸ
tr2pFpq
psq “ ζF2ppsq ` t2ζFppsq “ 1` p1` pqt` 2t2 ` t3,
ζŸ
tr3pFpq
psq “ ζF3ppsq ` 2t2ζF2ppsq ` t4ζFppsq ` t5ζFppsq
“ 1` p1` p` p2qt` p3` p` p2qt2 ` p3` 2pqt3 ` 3t4 ` 2t5 ` t6,
ζŸ
tr4pFpq
psq “ ζF4ppsq ` 3t2ζF3ppsq ` 3t4ζF2ppsq ` t6ζFppsq ` 2t5pζF2ppsq ` t2ζFppsqq ` t8ζFppsq ` t9ζFppsq
“ 1` p1` p` p2 ` p3qt` p4` p` 2p2 ` p3 ` p4qt2 ` p4` 4p` 4p2 ` p3qt3
` p7` 3p` 3p2qt4 ` p8` 3pqt5 ` p6` 2pqt6 ` 5t6 ` 3t8 ` 2t9 ` t10.
4. Further remarks and questions
4.1. Predicting the behaviour of ζ˚
LpZpq
psq and ζ˚Lpsq. As we discussed, the number
of subalgebras or ideals of LpZpq are determined by that of some finite quotient of LpZpq.
Theorem 3.11 and 3.15 show that for these Lie rings, LpFpq was enough to capture the
wild behaviour of elliptic curve or the non-PORC behaviour of cubic residue of 2 inside
the ring. However, Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.17 suggest that in these cases LpFpq was
not enough to spot somewhat subtler differences. Given that the Lie rings in Theorem
3.11 and 3.15 are nilpotent class-2, and Lie rings in Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.17 are
nilpotent of higher classes, does this mean that nilpotency class of the Lie ring tells us
how deep we should dig in?
Question 4.1. Under what conditions can we predict the behaviour (e.g. uniformity)
of ζ˚Lpsq just by computing ζ˚LpFpqpsq? If L is a nilpotent class-2 Lie ring, do ζ˚Lpsq and´
ζ˚
LpFpq
psq
¯
p prime
have the same uniformity?
At present, the author failed to find a single example of Lie rings where ζ˚Lpsq and´
ζ˚
LpFpq
psq
¯
p prime
have different uniformity.
4.2. Making computations easier. Although the proof of Theorem 2.5 gives us a
method to compute ζ˚
LpFpq
psq, in practice this is very difficult due to its reliance on
resolution of singularities. Many examples given here are computed in a very ad-hoc
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way. Would there be any better way to automate or simplify (at least part of) this
process to produce more explicit computations?
4.3. Lie rings over Fp as quiver representations. Let L be a Lie ring and Ω Ď
EndZpLq be a set of Z-endomorphisms of L. In [15, Section 2.2], Rossmann introduced a
(submodule) zeta function of Ω acting on L as the Dirichlet generating series enumerating
the finite-index Ω-invariant submodules Λ of L:
ζΩñLpsq “
ÿ
ΛďL
|L : Λ|´s.
It is easy to see that the ideal zeta function ζŸ
LpZpq
psq of L is equivalent to the zeta
functions enumerating the Zp-submodules of LpZpq invariant under the adjoint repre-
sentations adpLq of L:
ζŸLpZpqpsq “ ζadpLqñLpsq “
ÿ
ΛďL
|L : Λ|´s.
In [13], Voll and the first author demonstrated how the enumeration of ideals (or
graded ideals) in LpZpq can be equivalently seen as an enumeration of finite-indexed sub-
representations of integral quiver representations of a Loop quiver (or nilpotent acyclic
quiver). Therefore one might consider the ideal zeta functions of Lie algebra LpFpq and
their graded approximations from the perspective of Quiver Grassmannians.
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